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Let’s look at the 2017-18 school year in review

It’s Great to be Back!
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It is so great to be back home – Celebrating the Joy – Loving the workI am proud of you and the work our teams accomplish every day – I am committed to continuing to be out in schools again this year and listening to our teachers, to you and our parents. Our goal is continuous improvement. I have seen great things happening in classrooms, schools, and officesIn fact I did get out to see 101 schools -  and here are some of those highlights {video roll in from the truck}Couple of other highlights from the year:We have a fully funded budget first time in two decades and we continue to invest in our people as our top priorityWe took at look at our security practices – and just last week the board approved additional mental health resources, more security trainers so we can do annual tabletops at your schools, and door locks improvementsLarger equity plan –ombudsman, equity liaison in every school and department and specialist in every school and regionFocused on efficiency – supporting schools and teachers – streamlined teacher reviews, expanded office of school supports added supports to regions   And finally, we have been working hard to focus our strategic plan…{next slide}



» Portrait of a Graduate Attributes
» Elimination of Gaps

» Early Education

STUDENT
SUCCESS

» Welcoming Environment
» Healthy Life Choices

CARING
CULTURE

» Market-Competitive Compensation
» Exceptional Employees

PREMIER
WORKFORCE

» Efficient Budgeting and Allocation

RESOURCE
STEWARDSHIP

8 Desired Outcomes for
2018-20

Successful students will be able to apply
Portrait of a Graduate attributes to their
chosen path in life. The FCPS graduate
will be a communicator, collaborator,
ethical and global citizen, creative and
critical thinker, and a goal-directed and
resilient individual.

Strategic Plan Focus 
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New strategic focus for the next two years Over the past year – with input from many of you - and in detailed discussion with our Leadership Team and School Board we have tightened the focus of our work over the next two years. And the vision of Portrait of a graduate for every student remains at heart of work  Student success is at the center Refocusing on 8 vs 38 desired outcomes in four goals – about a 84% reductionLets take a look at the year ahead – in each of four goals…{advance slide}�



STUDENT
SUCCESS

WHAT
FCPS PreK–12 students will continuously progress in their development of 
Portrait of a Graduate attributes

FCPS will eliminate gaps in opportunity, access, and achievement for students

All future FCPS students will have access to high-quality early education 
programs

STUDENTS
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First off -  let me address this fear and contradiction I often hear about choosing between Portrait of Graduate outcomes and SOL testing - This is a false choice. In every house including the House of Fairfax need both floor and roof – every child deserves both If we use the learning model, follow the pacing guides, and allow teachers the flexibility to engage students using their expertise – we can have success with both SOL and Portrait of Graduate. Lets take a look a little closer at the tools we have to help…{next slide}



FAIRFAX COUNTY
EQUITABLE SCHOOL

READINESS PLAN

STUDENT
SUCCESS STUDENTS
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We can also help by:increasing student opportunities to apply Portrait of a Graduate skills to real world problems through teacher use of the Learning Model Plan, Teach, Assess, Reflect Updated skillful teacher - ‘Quality Tier 1’ instruction remains one of the biggest ‘equalizers’ we have moving forward.  We have the structures to advance initiatives by implementing PLCs and CLTs  Learning Centered Environment – Student leading Purposeful Assessments - Frequent assessments and exit ticketsConcept-Based Curriculum - Follow the pacing guideMeaningful Learning Experiences - Make learning relevantand transforming current practices to ensure all students achieve academic excellence through staff use of the Closing the Achievement Gap Framework.Access to rigorRelationshipsFamily and Community Engagement One Fairfax – eliminating systemic barriers – opportunities for allAs Ms. Corbett Sanders mentioned in her remarks, we still have many opportunities for growth in our pursuit of Portrait of a Graduate Outcomes for all students. Ensuring access to early learning for all kids For FCPS, this means that we are committed to creating a responsive, caring, and inclusive culture where all feel valued, supported, and hopeful, and that every child is reached, challenged, and prepared for success in school and life.And as we know having a caring culture is critical to this success. {next slide}



CARING
CULTURE STUDENTS, FAMILIES 

& EMPLOYEES

WHAT
FCPS employees will demonstrate cultural responsiveness when supporting 
families, students, and other staff to ensure a working environment

FCPS will use best practices to enable students and staff to make healthy
life choices
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Our focus in creating a caring culture - centers on two areas:First we need to increase employee knowledge and skills in culturally responsive practices – I am going to talk more about this in just a moment. Second, we need to help our students and staff make healthy life choices. Challenge -- If there is one thing I found leaving and returning – it is it that Fairfax is stressed out. Our teachers, students and families are stressed. We must continue to find ways to both improve our mental health supports while looking at root causes to stress to see where and how we might help these solutions including:expansion of Multitiered Systems of Supports including more social emotional support for kids and staff, staff streamlined teacher evaluations, reminding staff social and emotional support for staff via Employee Assistance Program   I want to go back to this concept of cultural responsiveness….{next slide}



I AM
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Some of you may be wondering where is this “I am” idea coming from?I am is a way to start, not finish the conversation about equity We need to create space for courageous conversations about equity in our school system and communityTo help accelerate this conversation – our Office of Professional Learning and Family Engagement has developed a cultural proficiency professional development  program –Module 1 - is complete - awarenessModule 2 about identity  - more than 17K  this professional development  will continue throughout the 2018-19I’ve personally had the opportunity to participate in module 2 At its heart is the challenge to reflect on how we view ourselves and how that might influence how we see others – and how others might perceive us For example – I am a talker….I am not a person who could pronounce my name without the help of a speech therapistI am a co-valedictorian….I am not a student that was accepted in the AAP program in third gradeI am a Superintendent …..I am not more important than anyone here  Of course to have caring culture we need great employees….{next slide}



PREMIER
WORKFORCE

WHAT
FCPS will offer market-competitive compensation packages

FCPS will recruit, hire, and retain exceptional employees

PREMIER
WORKFORCE

EMPLOYEES
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As I mentioned before – I am proud of the hard work we are doing in this area and we continue to seek improvements. First we want to increase competitiveness of salaries for all employees – we continue to make this a priority of our budget - Our people are our secret sauce Second – we want to recruit, hire and retain exceptional employees. We want to seek out great candidates with a passion for kids and teachers who are equipped to teach our diverse students. That is why we must strengthen division wide use of fair and consistent practices with a commitment for a diverse workforce.  For example - we continue to refine our principal pool process and the professional development  program to help ensure those who are interested are able to compete. The FCPS principal pool fall application window is open through September 4thAspiring principals in the audience are encouraged to applyOne last item I want to address with having a premier workforce – we don’t want to retain and recruit employees whose choices and actions do not align with the interests of kids. I expect every employee to have integrity beyond reproach. This starts by following required procedures, policies and laws – this is the minimum. Our community places a sacred trust in us - to care for their kids – and in doing this we are, and we must be, held to a higher standard.Harassment and discrimination of any kind will not be tolerated here and be sure to follow the procedures for bulling and harassment outlined in the Leaders Need to Know sessions  We are and must remain an organization of exceptional employees {next slide}



RESOURCE
STEWARDSHIP

WHAT
Fiscal budgeting and allocation will maximize FCPS effectiveness and efficiency.

PREMIER
WORKFORCE

COMMUNITY
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The final goal of our strategic plan is resource stewardship. Last year I talked about focusing on equity, effectiveness and efficiency – and this continues to drive our focus on people over programs. We want to ensure our schools and our employees have the best available tools and resources to serve kids – while ensuring we are strong stewards of taxpayer dollars. I encourage us to continue to ask “is the best way to do this?” “is this expense necessary?” “is it equitable?” and does it advance our strategic plan. So how do we do this? How do achieve this plan? As the leaders of the organization we need to ask ourselves what is my role?  {next slide}



MY VISION
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I want to end this morning – my briefly sharing my vision for FCPS…Portrait of a Graduate Attributes for allAccess and Opportunity for allAchievement Gaps for none
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OUR STUDENTS

My Role in Leading for Equity, Excellence, and Effectiveness
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How are we going to do this? By focusing on our students.My role is down here at the bottom – not up here at the top. Our students are why we are here – it is where our collective energy and focus needs to always be. I want us to be leaders that encourage breakthrough ideas and solutions to our challenges of equity and excellence - by building up a shared purpose. When I grew up in FCPS - sometimes this is the House that Bud built, or Dan built, or Jack built, or Karen Built…My in-law gave me – time life book on how to fix up your homeAs I think about an I Am statement……“I am man – I am not a handyman” It will never be the house that Scott builtI believe my role in Leading Equity, Excellence, and Effectiveness is to create the conditions to make this house a home. {advance slide}



Every moment is a gift. 

“How do we Live A Life of Joy in the face of Adversity?”
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How to make a house a homeI believe we in the power of joy and its ability to create a world in which people belong. This is easier said then done in an time of great division, constant social media and conflict over compromise, conflict over collaboration, conflict over cooperation and conflict over character. I look to leaders such as the Dalai Lama and Desmond Tutu – who wrote this great book called “The Book of Joy”They found the three factors that seem to have the greatest influence on increasing our happiness:our ability to reframe our situation more positively: our ability to experience gratitude, and our choice to be kind and generous.For me – these three factors are what bring me joy.  {advance slide}  



My Bottomline
Joy, love, trust, and support for, 

everyone – every day.
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My bottom line message and vision for all of you today is that we seek Excellence, Equity, Effectiveness and Joy for every student, every teacher, every administrator, every parent and every one…..every day.Thank you and let’s have a great school year! 
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